
Samsung E-Store Ramadan Campaign Promotion T&Cs 

 

Terms and Conditions: 

1. Discount Promotion: 

When purchasing one of the Samsung phones and/or accessories shown in the following table 

through the Samsung Online Store in the Arab Republic of Egypt, starting from 12 April 2021 until 

17 May 2021, or until the quantity lasts, whichever is sooner, the customer gets the discount 

shown next to each phone in the below table: 

Model Price in EGP Before Discount Price in EGP After Discount 

Galaxy M21                   3,500                 3,000  

Wireless Charger Pad                       410                     348  

Wired Headset 3 button                       145                     123  

Wired Headset 3 button                       145                     123  

USB-C Cable                       190                     160  

Travel Adapter USB-C 15 
W 

                      235                     199  

Galaxy Buds +                   3,325                 2,825  

Galaxy Buds +                   3,325                 2,825  

Galaxy Buds +                   3,325                 2,825  

In ear fit wired Headset                       250                     210  

In ear basic wired headset                       235                     199  

In ear basic wired headset                       390                     330  

Galaxy Watch 3                   7,999                 6,799  

Galaxy Watch 3                   7,999                 6,799  

Samsung Fast Charge 
Dual Car Charger  

                      240                     200  

SAMSUNG Wired In 
Earphones  

                      235                     199  

In-ear Headphones with 
Remote  

                      145                     120  

In-ear Headphones with 
Remote  

                      145                     120  

In-ear Headphones with 
Remote  

                      145                     120  



AKG Wired Headset                       250                     210  

Active 2 Watch                   6,570                 5,580  

 

2. Gift promotion when purchasing Samsung S21 Ultra  or Note 20 Ultra: 

When purchasing Samsung S21 Ultra  or Note 20 Ultra, the customer will receive Buds live as a 

gift. 

 

 
 

General Terms & Conditions: 

 

3. This offer is valid from 12 April 2021 until 17 May 2021, or until the quantity lasts, whichever is 

sooner. 

4. In the event that any of the terms and conditions are not met or incorrect data is provided from 

the customer, Samsung has the right to cancel the offer automatically with immediate effect. 

5. This offer is valid for Samsung phones and accessories shown in this terms and conditions only 

and which will be purchased from the Samsung online store only in the Arab Republic of Egypt 

with the local warranty. 

6. In the event that the customer returns the device, the customer is obligated to return all the gifts 

and phone accessories with the same condition it was received. 

7. Samsung is not responsible for any loss and/or damage that may affect the customer, of any kind, 

that may arise or be related to this offer. 

8. Samsung reserves its right, at its sole discretion, to make any amendment, cancellation or addition 

to any of these terms and conditions, at any time and without the need to give any reasons. 

9. Any dispute of any nature, whether it is directly or indirectly related to these terms and 

conditions, or with the client's participation in the offer, is subject to the provisions and 

interpretation of the laws and legislation in the Arab Republic of Egypt, and shall be resolved and 

settled by the competent courts in Egypt. 


